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Optional increasing paths passing through a given stopping point are studied. A 
characterization of the two extreme optional increasing paths is obtained. The past 
of a stopping point is defined, and a description of the largest stopping point 
smaller than two given stopping points is given. A stopping procedure is naturally 
associated with this notion of inlimum. Stopped martingales and stopped filtrations 
are studied. “Local martingales” are defined and studied along horizontal and 
vertical lines. A nontrivial example of “local martingale” is given. 
Stopping for two-parameter processes is not an easy matter. Stochastic 
integrals have been used to stop L*-bounded martingales at a stopping line 
(see, among others [ 1, 6, 18, 151). This method is of limited use, for at least 
two reasons: the class of processes that we can stop by this method is 
restricted (and not well known); the result of this operation is not attached to 
the value of the process at a point. 
In this article we indicate how to stop any process at a stopping point. 
This method is far from perfect, again, at least for two reasons: the study of 
two-parameter processes requires more than the notion of stopping points, 
and the result of this operation is not obviously related to the stochastic 
integral. Nevertheless, we prove encouraging results concerning the stopped 
filtration and stopped martingales. Our main tool is the notion of optional 
increasing path (OIP), introduced by Walsh [ 171. 
In Section I we define the optional increasing paths as we did in 191, and 
we prove (Theorem 3) that, under the conditional independence (F4), there 
exists an OIP “passing through” any given stopping point. In 191 we studied 
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the optimal stopping problem along such paths; Mazziotto and Szpirglas 
[ 121 solved this problem in the plane (at least in the discrete plane). 
In Section II we note that the previous construction gives us the two 
extreme OIP passing through a given stopping point. We define the past of a 
stopping point as the random set lying between these two OIP, and not in the 
future of the stopping point. Propositions 4 and 6 justify this definition. 
In Section III we define the inlimum of two stopping points as the largest 
stopping point smaller than both of them; existence and unicity are conse- 
quences of the Section II. This has already been used by Merzbach [ 14 ]. 
Proposition 9 characterizes the a-algebra associated with the inlimum of a 
stopping point and a deterministic point. 
In Section IV we indicate how to stop any process at a stopping point by 
replacing the geometrical inlimum by the infimum defined in Section III. 
Proposition 11 tells us that a stopped martingale is a martingale with respect 
to the stopped filtration; this allows us to describe the a-algebra associated 
with a stopping point of the stopped filtration. Proposition 13 shows that the 
conditional independence (F4) is preserved by stopping. Theorem 14 answers 
the question about a stopped martingale with respect to the initial filtration; 
in general, this is not a martingale but a weak martingale. 
As pointed out in [ 151, localization for two-parameter processes is not an 
easy problem. In Section V we do not intend to solve it, but rather to show 
how our stopping method leads to a localization procedure. Proposition 16 is 
an encouraging result about the behavior of a “local martingale” along 
horizontal or vertical lines. Finally an example of “local martingale” is 
given. 
The discrete version of our results is an easy adaptation (for instance, see 
[9] for the discrete version of Theorem 3). 
The results of this article were, in part, announced in our note [ lo]. We 
like to take this opportunity to mention a mistake in this note: Theorem 5 of 
[lo] has to be replaced by Proposition 11 and Theorem 14 of this article. 
NOTATIONS 
The index set is [R: and z = (s, t) < z’ = (s’, t’) if and only if s < s’ and 
t < t’ (z < z’ o s < s’ and t < t’). [R: U {co } is the one-point compac- 
tification of RI . Let Rf (i = 1, 2, 3 or 4) denote the rectangle: 
R;={z’:z<z’}=[z,co[, R; = {z’: s’ < s, t’ > t}, R;={z’:z’<z}= 
[0, z] = R, or R: = {z’: s’ > s, t’ < t). Ri,,,, for instance, denotes {z’: s’ > s 
and t’ Q t} and Rz,- denotes {z’: s’ > s and t’ < t}. 
A subset A of WI is oftype i (i= 1,2,3 or 4) if:zEA implies RjcA; 
the empty set 0 if of type i (i = 1, 2, 3 and 4). 
Let (fi,.F, P) be a complete probability space and let (C~)zeml be an 
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increasing family of sub - (T - algebras of jr. For every z = (s, t), we set 
C;“:= V,~,,=~,oo=~~, <F’f= Vs~,l=C~~,,=.~~ and LFm= Vzz. 
We suppose LFO complete and also that the filtrations (CY-f),>0 and (xF),aO 
satisfy the usual conditions (completion and right continuity); moreover we 
suppose that the conditional independence (F4 of [5]) holds: for every 
z E R 1, R: and ,Ff are conditionally independent given <;T. 
A process (XzJisR: is (.%)-adapted if XL is <E-measurable for every z. A 
random set A is (E)-adapted if IA (indicator of A) is an (Yz)-adapted 
process or, equivalently, if {w E R: z E A(w)} E < for every z E IR:, where 
A(w) is the section of A. A random set is of type i if almost every section is 
of type i. 
A process (X,),,,: is progressive if for every z’ E Ri, the map 
(z, w) + X,(w) from ([0, z’] x .R, B [0, z’] @ Lc,) to (R, B(R)) is measurable 
(B means boreliens of). A random set A is progressive if the process Z,d is 
progressive. We refer to [2] for the following notions: right limited, right 
continuous process; 2(or - + ) limited, 2-continuous process; left (or 3) 
limited, left continuous process; 4(or + -) limited, 4-continuous process; the 
optional u-algebra P; the l-predictable 2-optional o-algebra 3, n (; ; the 
predictable u-algebra %P; the l-optional 2-predictable a-algebra 1”; f? .Pz. We 
recall that .P = .Pi n .Y1 and P = /“I n (“2. 
An (c)-stopping point or, simply a stopping point, is a map: 
Z:f2-+R~U{m} such that (Z<z}Ez for every zER:. If (S,T) 
denotes the random coordinates of Z, S is an (Yi)-stopping time and T is 
an (%Ff)-stopping time. If Z = (S, T> is an (iTi)-stopping point, then S is an 
(Fi)-stopping time and T is (Y-k)-measurable. The a-algebra associated 
with a stopping point Z is defined by & = {A E YJA n {Z <z) EK, 
V z E R !+ ). The notation Ri extends to Rk for Z a stopping point. 
I. OPTIONAL INCREASING PATHS AND STOPPING POINTS 
One can define optional increasing paths as a continuously increasing 
family of stopping points, parametrized by R + (Walsh [ 17]), or as the upper 
left boundary of a progressive set of type 4 (Fouque [9]). It turned out that 
these two characterizations are equivalent (see [ 17,9, 141). For the purpose 
of this article we do not need a parametrization and we adopt the second 
point of view. In [9], we extended the notion of tactic from the discrete case 
[ 111 to the continuous case, in order to get a theorem of representation of 
every stopping points by tactics, as in [ 111. The idea of the proof of this 
theorem is strongly motivated by the notion of tactic. We will restrict ourself 
to optional increasing paths starting from the origin (as pointed out in [ 171, 
this is not a great restriction). 
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The next formula tells us how to obtain any optional increasing path from 
the progressive sets of type 4; the last two terms in this formula make the 
optional increasing path start from the origin. 
DEFINITION 1. An optional increasing path Z is a random set - 
(fin H’) U [(Ox x L?) n Hc] U [Oy x 0) n H], where H is a progressive set 
of type 4. 
Remarks. (1) OIP will stand for optional increasing path (CC0 in 
french!). 
(2) Since the closure of a progressive set of type i (i = 1, 2, 3 or 4) is 
a progressive set of type i, Z is a progressive set. 
(3) For each o, T(w) is a continuous increasing path, starting from 
the origin. 
(4) Z is also the “A-boundary” of HU (Ox X L2), where z A z’ means: 
s < s’ and t > t’. 
(5) We denote r’= {(co, z) E R x iR:/3 z’ E f(w), z’ A z) and 
r’= { (0, z) E a x q/3 z’ E f(w), z A z’ }. r’ is a closed progressive set of 
type 4 and r’ is a closed progressive set of type 2; we have Z = ?n i? 
(6) Since I? is adapted and 4-continuous, FE .Y, f’ F,. Therefore 
rE((N,n.~*)v(.~,n,*)cF;risoptionaf. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let r be an optional increasing path and D a 
progressive set; then the random point Z, defined by 
Z(o) = inf(z E R t/z E Z(w) n D(o)}, inf 0 = 00, is a stopping point; we 
call it the entrance point of Z in D. 
Proof: For each o, since Z(w) n D(w) is totally ordered, Z(w) is well 
defined. v < 2) = n,,,* 1 ( [O, z + (l/n, l/n)] n +) n D(w) f 01 E 7, 
since rn D is progressive and (K) is right continuous. 
The next result is due to Krengel-Sucheston [ 111 in the discrete case 
(Index set = N’), under the condition CQI (conditional qualitative indepen- 
dence). In the continuous case (Index set = W: ), it is due to Walsh [ 171 or 
Fouque [9], under the condition CI (conditional independence or F4). 
THEOREM 3. Let Z be a stopping point; there exists an optional 
increasing path r such that [Z] c r (we say that Z passes through Z). 
Proof: For each z = (s, t) E IR:, we define almost surely the random 
variable Wz) = VgTG,, nts>sl /‘m * (Z = (Z T>)* 
The intuitive idea of the proof is a “tactic method”: if X(z) = 0 we decide 
“to go up” and if X(z) > 0 we have “to go to the right” (note that {T < t) n 
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{S > s} = {Z E Rz,,}). First of all we have to prove the existence of a good 
version of X, for that, we will use an Amart theorem [ 161. 
Let (o, r) be a simple l-stopping point, D, and D,, two finite subsets of IR 
such that the range of (a, tj is included in D, x D, = D. 
Using the conditional independence and the fact that: 
(T~t}n{S>s)E~:,wehave 
Therefore E(X(a, 7)) = P(( T < 7) n (S > al). Let us consider first, the 
process X defined on UJ!: (Q for rational) by XL =X(z). The previous 
computation shows that, for each sequence (u,,, rn) of simple l-stopping 
points, taking values in 0:) decreasing in RI, E(X,,sxn) = E(X(a,, 5,)) 
converges. Then, we can define X on IR: , as the process of the right limits 
(we still call it X). Now, if (u,, rJ recalls (a, T) in R’ [resp. in R4], E(XO,,Tn) 
converges to E(X,,,) [resp. P({ T < r} n {S > u})]. On the other hand, 
(X, I, Y$, t > 0) is a descending amart as an increasing (bounded, right 
continuous) process; Corollary 2.6 [ 111 tells us that the 1. descending amart 
X has a right continuous, 4-limited modification (we still call it X). 
In fact X, = I,, > Sl . M,, where M, = E(Z,,,,,/fli) is right continuous and 
4limited. We defined X+ - as the process of the 4-limits of X, except for 
t = 0, where we set Xt; =Z,,,,,E(Z,,,,,/jrf)=O. Then Xp- = 
Zls>s, a IV:-, where E(Z[r<,,/Y:)=M,+- is 4-continuous and for each t, 
P,t[; 3 fl; 9 s > 0) is a right continuous martingale. 
Using the facts that (MS,,, jrf , s > 0) is a nonnegative martingale for 
each t, (Ms,l, t > 0) is increasing and the factor Z,S,S,, we conclude that 
{X= 0) is of type 4, progressive because X is right continuous, Ri,-n 
{X=0)=0 and R;c(X=O):therefore [Zjcf, where Z is the OIP 
obtained from H = (X = 0). 
We have Z= (X’ - = 0} and [Z, co [ c f Z is also the entrance point of 
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r in UZ, con. We will denote 2 the OIP that we constructed. Symmetrically, 
starting with Y(z) = E(I,,,,, ntr>t,/&), we construct another OIP passing 
through Z, denoted yz (yi = {Y-+ = 0}, where Y;’ = I,*>[) E(I~s<,,/Ff)). 
We conclude this section with two remarks: 
(1) -c n .% (resp. Lq r‘l p*) is generated by the evanescent sets and 
the sets r (resp. Z), where r is any OIP. We look at the stochastic rectangles 
generating these u-algebras [2, Theorem IO] and we apply the previous 
theorem. 
(2) We define the progressive sets D, = 0 x {z = (s, t) E 
‘R:/s + f = U) for each nonnegative real number U. Let Z, be the entrance 
point of r in D,; then (Z,),,, is one parametrized form of r, as Walsh [ 171 
defined it. (Sometimes called canonical parametrization.) 
II. THE PAST OF A STOPPING POINT 
Without any doubt [Z, co 1 is the future of a stopping point Z, but [O, Zi 
cannot be, in general, the past of Z. (Z,O,zg may not be adapted!) In this 
section we propose a definition of the past of a stopping point which seems 
to be the natural extension of the one-parameter case. 
The next result gives a sense to this definition (these results were 
announced in [lo]): 
PROPOSITION 4. Let r be an optional increasing path, passing through 
Z: then we have FC fz and f c yz ; in particular Fz c Fz. 
Proof: Given zEIR:, we define A= {wEfi/zE [(fzUfinnz](o)}; 
we have: AE& and IA.X:-=E(IA~~<t,*s>s)/jT:); An{T<t}n 
{S > s} is negligible since (Fz U fl n R$-+ is evanescent. On the other hand, 
outside ?z, Xt - # 0, therefore P(A) = 0. Since I (i; Ufi no; is 4-continuous, 
Fz Ufinpz is evanescent. An illustration of the situation is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
DEFINITION 5. The past of a stopping poiht Z is the optional set 
Tz = (Fz n FZ) n ([z, CO [C u jzl). 
PROPOSITION 6. Z, <Zz,~,~z,c~~z . 2 
Proof: We suppose 3$, c 9&: then [Z,] c ,P,, c 9& c 10, Z,j implies 
Z, < Z, on {Z, < co }. On the other hand, {Z = 03 ) = (9z is unbounded}, 
therefore on {Z, = co}, ,yzl is unbounded, so is 3$:, and Z, = co. Now we 
suppose Z, ,< Z, ; we have 
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FIG. 1. The past of a stopping point. 
{X’+-=O}n(~zl,~~~u~z*~)~(X*+~=O) 
{Y’-+ =O}n([Z,, al(Icu UZ,])c {Y*-+ =O} 
cnz,, alI’ u uz,n> = w2, allc u uz2n 
and then .Yzf ~9.. . 
Remarks. (1) * If Z, < Z,, an easy consequence of Theorem 3 is: there 
exists an OIP r passing through Z, and Z,. We have the same conclusion if 
Z, and Z, are only comparable (using Z, A Z, and Z, A Z,). 
(2) .q=rRx [O,z] 
(3) A stopping point Z defines four “quadrants”: 
E;=R;= [Z, con 
R:=.Yz cc R:) 
&=(X+- >O} and IT;= (Y-t >O}. 
These four sets are optional; we can express the set where another stopping 
point Z, belongs to one of these quadrants: 
~z,~R”Zl=~zeY, iz, E ,%“zI 
(Z, E IT;} = {X,‘,- > 0) and {Z, E zr;} = {Y;,’ > O}; 
these four sets are Fz,-measurable. It will be useful to notice that Xi,- = 
I,s>s,l ~V,~.&flk,) and G,’ = b+) J%<~,,/~$,). ‘1-0 show that for 
the first one, for instance, we use the proof of Theorem 3; we know it for Z, , 
683/l314 6 
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a simple l-stopping point; by the same computation, this is true for Z,, a 
discrete l-stopping point (co is a possible value). Any stopping point Z, is 
recalled in R4 by a sequence of discrete l-stopping points; we conclude by 
the 4-continuity. 
III. JNFIMUM OF Two STOPPING POINTS AND ASSOCIATED U-ALGEBRA 
In [IO], we defined the infimum of a stopping point and a point; here is 
the generalization to two stopping points: 
DEFINITION 7. Let Z, and Z, be two stopping points. The entrance point 
in (Yz, n5?zJc of the OIP associated with fz, nFzz is equalled to the 
entrance point in (Yz, n 9z.J’ of the OIP associated wtth r‘,, n fz, ; we call 
it the infimum of Z, and Z, and we denote it by: Z,AZ, (we have to make a 
distinction with the geometrical infimum Z, A Z, which is not, in general, a 
stopping point). 
Remark. Z, <Z, implies Z, A Z, = Z,. The next result is the 
justification of this definition: 
PROPOSITION 8. Let Z, and Z, be two stopping points; then we have 
.Yz,i\z, = pz, n 9& and Z, A Z, is the largest stopping point smatier than Z, 
and Z,. 
Proof: The OIP associated with Fz, n fz, passes through Z, h Z, ; the 
OIP associated with Yc,, 9 r’,, passes through Z, h Z,. Therefore 
~,~ZQ=%,E\~~; but Z, A Z, < Z,, Z, /I Z, Q Z, and Proposition 6 
show that 9z, hz, c ,P,, n 9&. Let Z, be another stopping point. We have 
(Z, i\ Z,) A 2, = Z, /I (2, A 2,); (Z, A 2,) i Z, is, in fact, the entrance 
point in (9z.iz, n 9$)’ = (Yz, n ,P,, n Yz,)’ of the OIP associated with 
Cpfz2nr,3 or Yz,~L2nFz3. Let 2 be a stopping point such that 
Z<Z,andZ<Z,;thenwehaveZ=ZriZ=(ZAZ,)j\(ZAZ,)=Zi 
(Z, A Z,) and therefore Z < Z, h Z,. 
Remarks. (1) zAz’=zAz’. 
(2) z, and Z, comparable implies Z, A Z, = Z, A Z,; more 
generally, if Z, A Z, is a stopping point, then Z, A Z, = Z, A Z,. 
(3) The complete study of two examples may help: 
(a) Let z,, be in IR: andAEST;,;weset: Z=z;f=z,onAandco 
on AC. This example will show that on (2 = co), Z h z may not be z, but 
zAz,. 
(b) The example given in [ 171: (5) is generated by the brownian 
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sheet(W,);Z=(1,2)on{W,,~0}and(2,l)on{W,,<O}.On{W,,~O}, 
&to) = [O, (1, 111 U [U, 11, t&2)1 and on {W,, < 013 &to) = 
[0, (1, l)] U [(l, l), (2, l)]. Then, for instance (0,2) h Z = (0, 1). 
Without using any martingale theory we characterize the u-algebra ST, A i, 
where Z is a stopping point and z a point in IF?:. 
PROPOSITION 9. ~Fzi,=~Fzn~. 
Proof: Z h z is a stopping point smaller than Z and z; therefore 
&~,cFzn~. Let A be a set in;T,nXz; we study B=An{ZAz< 
(u, u)} where (u, u) E R:. Using the four “quadrants” defined by Z, we 
have: B=[Bn(~~n(Z#z})U(Bn~~)U(Bn~~)U(Bn~~). 
(1) B n (RL n {ZZZ}) = A n {ZAz < (u,u)] n {ZGZ} n 
{Z#z} = A n {Z< (u, v)} n {Z<z} n {Zfz) (because on {Z<z}, 
Z/\z=Z)=(An {Z#z})n{Z~(u,~))n{Z,<z};An(Z#zjEX~ 
and {Z & (u, u)} n {Z < z) = {Z < (u, v) A z) imply B n (& n {Z f z}) E 
x (U,l~)AZ =9;,v* 
(2) Bnxz = An(ZAz < (u,u)} n {X:- >O} = An{s<u} n 
(X~;~,>O)n {Xz->O}(becauseon {A?->O}S,~~=sand {ZAz< 
(u,u)} n {X:->O} = {s<u}n{TzAzgu} n {X:-~0) but on 
{X:- > 01, TzA, < t). Then B na$ = A n {s < u) n {X,‘,, > 0) (because 
tG-)t,cl is increasing). B nl?g = {IA ms>SIE(I,T<r,,u,/~~) > 0) n (s < u} 
= v-v.4 n,s>sln,r<tAvl /Ft)>O} n (s<u} (because AE<cST: 
and {S>s}E.F:) = {E(Z (an(r<fAvl)n((s>s)nIr<rhv)) P-f>>01 f-7 
@au}; AEF~c.F~ implies An{T<tAu}EjTf,,, and {S>s}fY 
(T<~Au}=(ZER(~,,,~“,+~}E~:~~,, then using F4: Bnl?s= 
w.4 n,r<rr\o)n,s>,,/~.1.,) > 01 n 1s G ul E 6,(/h =-+Lv 
(3) B n I?; = B n {zE9=} = A n {Z /I z < (u,u)} n {zE3$}= 
A n {z < (u, u)} n {z E &} (because on {z E ,%I, ZAz=z)= 
(An(zE9z))n{z,<@,u)};AE<, (zE3$}Ez and z<(u,u) imply 
BnR;E<Fu,,. 
(4) Is symmetrical. Therefore A n {Z i\ z < (u, u)) E3& for every 
(n,u)ElR: and then AEFzh,; so Xz n 6 c Xz A~. In order to study the 
properties of these a-algebras we need to stop martingales at a stopping point 
Z. 
IV. STOPPING FOR MARTINGALES 
DEFINITION 10. Let (M,) a process and Z a stopping point: we call 
lkf= = w&i., z E IR:) the process M stopped at Z. 
Remark. Z A z is a bounded stopping point and then MZ is well defined. 
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If M is progressive, Mz is adapted to (X=A~)~~~;. First, we study a stopped 
martingale at Z with respect to this filtration. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let (M,) be a right continuous martingale and Z a 
stopping point; then MZ is a right continuous martingale with respect to the 
filtration (Ff = %Fz A L = & f7 3J, E “$. 
Proof Given z < z’, we have: E(Mf,/Ff) = E(M, A~,/F~ A:) = M, A- = 
MB a.s., because Z A z and Z A z’ are bounded stopping points such that 
Z A z < Z i z’ and the optional sampling theorem for right continuous mar- 
tingales. 
The next result characterizes the u-algebra Xf, where Z, is an (3-f). 
stopping point. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let Z, be an (.F:)-stopping point: then 
~,7~,=..~zr;z,=.~zn.;r,,. 
Proof: An (X:)-stopping point is clearly an .Fz-measurable stopping 
point. We suppose first, that Z, is discrete with I$ange (Z) = (z,}; we denote 
by Z A Z, the random point defined by (Z A Z,)(w)= (Z 4 Z,(w))(w). 
(ZAZ,<zJ = U,({zAz,g~) n (Z,=Z,}) = U,((ZAZ,<Z) n 
WI =znl); WI =z,l -%z” and then {Z~z,<z}n(Z,=z,}E~. 
Therefore Z i Z, is a stopping point; by construction we have 
ZAZ,<ZiZ,, ZiZ,<Z and ZiZ,<Z,; Proposition 8 gives us 
zliz,=zAz,. 
Any (,Ff)-stopping point Z, is recalled in R’ by a sequence (Z;) of 
discrete (<:)-stopping points and then Z i Zy = Z h Z; implies 
ZAZ,=ZAZ, (we have to notice that :7~“z;i,Yz,). .Fzn,Fzl= 
(AE.~~/AE~~~,}={A~~~/A~{~,~z)E~,VZEIR~}=(AE.~~/A 
n {Z,<Z} E FZ n sz; = ST:, Vz E 9:} (the last equality because if 
AESZ-,,An{Z,~z}EST,).~~=~=showsthatjT~,=~~n~~,.Since 
Z h Z, is a stopping point smaller than Z and Z,, we have 
.Fzhz, ccFZnc;r,,. 
Let A be in <Fz nKz,. We set Mz = E(IJ27) (right continuous version); 
we know, by Proposition 11, that MZ is an (Yz)-martingale. We have 
Mf = M,,, = E(I,/,Tz~,) = E(I,JF:); then Mz, = E(I,/F$J = Z,, (since 
CF’f, =Fzn&& and A EjTZn.F,,). 
On the other hand, Mgl(u) = Mz ,L,~~(~)(w) = M, A=,(W) = M, A=,(O) and 
therefore M, i\z, = ZA which implies A E fl= A~,. The next result shows that 
the conditional independence property is preserved by stopping at a stopping 
point Z. 
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PROPOSITION 13. Let Z be a stopping point: thefiltration (SC = Xz i\r = 
,Fz n 3JzERt verifies F,, . 
Proof. Let u and v be positive numbers; we introduce two stopping 
points: Z, = Z /\ (s, t + v) and Z, = Z I? (s + U, t). Figures 2-4 help 
illustrate how Z, and Z, are constructed; they are classified in 3 cases 
according to the remaining of the proof. This classification is obviously 
related to the following partition of R: ((z E ;“,}, {Z, E .9&} n {Z, f z), 
{Z, E Yz,} n {Z, # Z,} n {Z, # z}). We have (<F:)’ = VD,,,~~~,f+L, = 
V,,, G5n&+,)= ~u/;,>o~~~s,l+v~ = Vc>oc;Tz,, where Z, depends 
clearly in v. For the same reason, 
v-3* = v .&Ah(S+U,t)= v Ey u>o u>o 
We will show that for every z E iR: and U, v positive numbers, %Fz7,, and &, 
are conditionally independent given .;“f = I Fz~, . Let Y be a bounded, &, 
measurable random variable: we set ML = E(Y/z) (the right continuous 
version); then.Mzz = E(Y/X&) = Y and E(Y/F=,,) = E(Mz,/Xz.z) = M,A- 
(we have Z A z < Z,); therefore E(Y/.PzI) = E( Y/& j\L) is equivalent to 
E(Mz,/,PJ)=Mz~,. Given any A Eyzl we will show that 
E(Mz2 : A) = E(Mzr,z : A). We decompose this equality according to the 
partition mentioned before: 
(1) E(Mz2: A n {Z E 9Z]) = qhfZ2,, : A n {z E .9z}) (on {z E .yz;*z), 
z,=z, v z) A E2& {zE.~=}E.~=n,~==~~;C.~~, imply A n 
k E %) E &, = STpz (Z, V z) A (Z, V z) = (Z, V z) A (Z, V z) = z and 
we have the commutatton E(./FZ, v,/~z,vr) = E(./Fzz vz/Tz, vz) = E(-/z), 
FIG. 2. (z E.$}. 
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5 s+,, 
FIG. 3. (z, E ,Yx;;,) c-’ (Z, + z}. 
which shows that E(Mz, V ,/XzIVr) = M,. Therefore E(Mz2: A f7 
{zEYz})=E(Mz:A ~3 {zE~,})=E(M~~~:A n {zEYz})(on {zEYz}, 
z = z h z). 
(2) E(Q:An {Z,E-%,Jn {Z,fz)) A EY&, {Z,#z}E-%,, so 
An {Z, #z] ES7;,; we define 
z =z, on iz, E T?*l 
3 co on (Z, E $*}‘; 
Z, is a stopping point and Z, Q Z, then E(M,.: A n {Z, # z} n (Z, E 3$,}) 
5 s+u 
FIG. 4. (z, E .Pz,) n (z, #Z,} n (Z, # 2). 
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= E(M,,: A n {Z,#.z} n {Z,E9&})=E(M,,: An{Z,#z}n 
{Z, E 3&}) (since {Z, E .9&l E.9& too). = E(M,h, : A n (Z, # z} n 
VI E %,i> (on VI E gZ2L Z, = Z * 4 
(3) E(Mz2: A n (Z,E9Z,} n {ZzzZ,} n {Z,#Z})=E(M,~,~: A 
n {Z,EYz,} n {Z,fZ,}n {Z,#z}) (because on {Z, E9=,}, we have: 
z, = z A z). 
Proposition 11 tells us that a right continuous martingale M, stopped at a 
stopping point Z is a martingale with respect to the stopped filtration (Srf). 
What can we say about (Mf) with respect to the initial filtration (K)? One 
must be careful: in general MZ is not a martingale. 
Example (b) given in Section III illustrates this fact: (5) is generated by 
the brownian sheet (IV,); we set { IV,, , < O} = A and Z = (1,2) 
1, c +p, 1) 1, ; for any (s, t) such that 0 < s < 1 and f > 1 we have 
(s, t) A Z = (s, 1). If (IV:) is a martingale, applying the martingale property 
between (s, t) and (2, 2) with t < 2, we have: 
ws,, = W(SJ,/iZ = W:,t = W%lS7;,t) = EWzIK,,) 
= WC,,U~,,) + E(K,,L4%,,>~ 
Using F,, and introducing 5,, in the first term : 
W,,, = WWP-s,J + VW.&%) 
=E(E(W,,,/~,,)Z,/~,,) + WfWAG) 
=E(W,,,WCd +JWW,&T,J 
In this filtration the L log L-bounded martingales being continous (here in 
the rectangle [(0, 0), (2,2)]), let s go to 1 and t to 2: 
w,., =WK,,~,#L) +WJW&?,J 
= w,,,z.4 + W,,J.4c 
which implies W,, I = W,,, on AC which is false. At least, MZ is a weak mar- 
tingale: 
THEOREM 14. Let M be a right continuous martingale and Z a stopping 
point; then MZ, the stopped process, is a weak martingale (with respect to the 
initial filtration (Ss;)). 
Proof. z E F?: and u, u are two positive numbers; we set 
z’=(s+u,t+v). Mz]z,z’]=~z~,~--z1,(5.1+u)-~zi\(s+u,1)+~zi\~= 
Mz,,~-Mz,--z*+MzAz~ where Z, and Z, are as in the proof of 
Proposition13. ({zgz}n{Z#z], (X,'->O}, (zE$},(Y;+ >0}) is a 
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partition of L2 (the four “quadrants” associated with Z): we denote it 
(A i, A I) A 3, A & each A i being K-measurable. 
(1) ~~~Zl~~~‘I/~~~~,=~~~~z~,~-~z,-~z*+~z~,~~~~/~l 
=ObecauseonA,,ZAr’=Z,=Z,=ZAz=Z 
because on A, n( Z, = Z, V z } we have Z, = Z, V z and Z, V z < 
Z i\ z < Z i z’; on A, n (Z, # Z, V z) we have Z i z’ = Z,. 
Then EWZl z3 z’1K) 4, = WWf,z~,~,~,z~~~, - ~z,vJ%zv,> 4. 
Z,z,=z,,2,]/.3?} = 0 by the martingale property applied between 
Z, V z < (Z A z’) V (Zz V z), bounded stopping points. 
(3) E(~Zlz~z’ll,i”;)Z,l=E~(~z,,,--zI -W, + ~z,JL31.Kl = 
EW~ZA,,,“~Z2”~) - ~ZZ”LP-z~“:I.~:) b3 - EWZ,“, - M;l.E) Z.Q because 
on A,:Z,=Z,Vz, Z,Vz<ZAz’ and ZAz=z, z<Z,. Then 
E(MZ] z, z’]/<) ZA, = 0 by the martingale property applied between 
Z, V z < (Z /i z’) V (Z, V z) and z < Z, V z, all bounded stopping points. 
(4) as (2) EW’I z, z’]/c) ZA, = 0 therefore E(MZ] z, z’]/.P’I) = 0. 
Remark. We only need that MZ is a right continuous martingale with 
respect to the stopped filtration (97). In order to see that, we improve the 
previous proof using the following facts: Azn{Z2=ZZVz)= 
A,~{Z,VZE.~?~} A,c(Z,Vz=Z,}, A3={zE.Yz} and in general: 
wfzI,T) z,w7, = ~ZA&9’,). One may notice the difference with the 
one-parameter case: one-parameter: 
WT)w is a martingale with respect to (~Fr) iff it is a martingale with 
respect to (*YJ (where T is an (Y&topping time and E(./.F,/.YJ = 
E(./.~~~~)=E(./‘iTTht)=E(.I.~TT). two-parameter: 
(MT) is a martingale with respect to (7:) implies that (Mf) is a weak 
martingale with respect to (97). 
V. LOCALIZATION 
As mentioned in the Introduction we do not intend to give the right 
definition of a local martingale (we do not know if a such definition exists!). 
The definition we give here is associated with the stopping method we 
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described before. Proposition 16 is an encouraging result about the behavior 
of a such process along horizontal or vertical lines. An example is given at 
the end of this section. 
DEFINITION 15. A “local martingale” is a right continuous, adapted 
process M such that there exists an increasing sequence (ZJncN of stopping 
points such that Yz” increases to R x IR: and each MZn is a uniformly 
integrable martingale with respect to the filtration (7:~). 
Remarks. By the remark following Theorem 14, each MZn is a weak 
martingale with respect to the filtration (K). If we do not assume the right 
continuity and we replace uniformly integrable by L log L bounded, then 
Proposition 13 tells us that each MZn has a right continuous version: 
therefore the process M itself is right continuous (limited in the other 
quadrants). 
PROPOSITION 16. Let (M, (Z,)) be a “local martingale”. Then for each t 
[resp. s], (M,,I,.<,t, t > 0 [resp. s > 01) is a local martingale. 
Proof: For each n we define a new OIP, passing through Z,, by: y;, is 
yz, up to Z, and rzn after Z,. Let S; be the (<,,)sho-stopping time defined 
by SA = inf{s > O/(s, t) E j$}. We set: 
S, = S; on ((0, t) E pz,} 
= 0 on ((0, t) E Yz,}’ 
S, is a (K,As,o -stopping time ({(0, t) E Yz,} E X0,,) and then (S,, t) 
defined by (S,, t) on {S, < co } and co on {S, = co } is a stopping point. 
S, T +co because Yz, T Q X I?: and we have to check that 
(Ms*s,,r - 1s,>OP 5 I, s > 0) is a uniformly integrable martingale. We have 
M sy,.t * z,s.>o, = ti,? * Z{S,>O,~ because (S, > 0} c ((s A S,, t) E .Yz”} and 
Z, A (s, t) = (s A S,, t) on {S, > 0). 
For s < s’: 
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the first term by the martingale property of Mzn with respect to (STFn); the 
second term because on ((s, t) E 9z,}c n {S, > 0}, A@:, = Mf,;. 
EXAMPLE. This example has already been used by Cairoli [4] to show 
that there exists nonevanescent predictable sets A such that 
P{w: (0,2(o)) E A } = 0 for every stopping point Z. 
Let (Bf>,,o and <Bf>,,o be brownian motions defined on (Q, , <K, P, ) and 
@2,,.F2, PJ, taking values in R3. Let (K:)s>,, and (Xf)l>,, be their natural 
filtrations: we set: z = (s, t), w  = (w,, wz), B, = (B:, Bf), B = f2, X a,, 
P=P,xP, ,i’g- x <Pz and ;3; 5s: XX: ( g means that the 
P-negligeable sets are included). Let a be a point of R3 different from 0. We 
define:f:lR3xR3+Vi+ by 
IIX-:-4 if x-yfa f (x9 Y> = 
co if x-y=a 
f is bisuperharmonic and then M, I =f(Bf , Bf) is a positive supermartingale. 
Moreover (M,,,) is the increasing’ limit of f”(B:, Bf) (f” = f A n) which are 
continuous supermartingales and therefore (M,,,) is of class R ([ 171 the 
optional stopping theorem applies between two bounded stopping points). 
(B:, Bf) is a brownian motion in R6 (one can show that its filtration is 
~~Jh>lJ’ 
We set D, = ((x, y) E R6/]]x -y - a]] < l/n} and M1 = M,., =f(B,!, Bf); 
then (M, > n} = {(B:, Bf) E D,}; we define u,, by: un=inf{t>O/M,>n); 
u, is an (.9J-stopping time and cr, T + co (a.s.) because 
lim, T a, = inf{t > O/B: - Bf = a) and {(w, t)/B;(o,) -B:(q) = a} is 
evanescent (as a predictable set which does not contain any graph of 
stopping time). We set Z, = (CJ, A n, u,, A n) which is a stopping point. We 
claim that each MZn is u uniformly integrable martingale with respect to 
(<;“fn). If z < z’, we have 0 < Z, h z < Z, A z’ ,< Z, and Z, is bounded. The 
supermartingale property gives us 
but f is harmonic in D’, shows that E(M,) = E(Mzn) and therefore 
E(MzI~z,) = E(Mz.ir). Finally E(Mfr/flfn) = A4fn (a.e.). In fact, A4fn = 
EWZpL”A z) and Mzn is uniformly integrable (actually bounded by n). 
2z T(f2xW:) f 11 o ows from Z, = (a, A n, u,, A n), o, T co and how we 
obt”ained the past of a stopping point (X’ - and Y-+ Section I). 
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